MEMORANDUM
5 July, 2019
From: John Moore
To: Concerned parties
Subject: FTX TET Offensive
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In my capacity as a radio talk-show host I receive Intelligence from several private sources. Most is
routine, some is disturbing, some causes one to pause and reflect on the consequences of the Intell
being true. If the Intell below becomes reality, our lives, our way of life, our culture and our Republic
are at extreme risk!
My dilemma is "How do I warn people without putting myself into a box saying that XYZ will
definitely take place in a particular time-frame"? I do so by offering my suggestion that we all conduct
a " training exercise", in this case FTX TET Offensive.
I do not state that this concern will happen. Rather, I state that this concern could happen. This paper is
a very condensed summary of rather complex matters of the greatest importance.
Intelligence Summary
Private, trusted sources are stating that, " Commencing after the November 2020 election, a civil war
will begin in the USA".
Analysis:
The enemies of freedom and our Constitutional Republic know that:
A.) President Trump will be re-elected
B.) This President will destroy all of the socialist/Communist programs, laws, treaties. He will rebuild
our military and appoint 100+ conservative Federal judges and probably two more SCOTUS Justices.
He will (already has) make the US economy the envy of the world.
C.) That their "Plan A" to take over the USA via fraud and deception will be wrecked for decades.
D.) That their "Plan B" is now viable and must be implemented.
Civil War II
The Communist/Democrat/Socialist/Muslim Plan B
A civil war doesn't just start i.e. we don't just go from normal, civil society in a day, or a week, or a
month, to civil war. Rather, there must be many other things i.e. precursors, taking place,over many
decades, to "set the stage" for a civil war to commence. If you want "deep background details" on the
many decades long intentional destruction of our culture, our country, our way of life, our Republic
please read: The Coming Civil War by Tom Kawczynski. In the months leading up to Civil War, look
for the following: Ferguson style riots with multiple fatalities and multi-million dollar property
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damage. Disruptions to the EBT cards used to buy food. Disruptions in the power grid. Muslim Jihad
attacks.
When I first started reading articles making reference to a second civil war in the USA (8+ years ago) I
quite frankly thought the authors were delusional. I no longer feel that way. Things have changed.
Changed dramatically, and not for the good!
Once these events have "set the stage" prior to November 2020, then our enemies may commence their
"Plan B" i.e.: Civil War. What would civil war 2020 look like? It will be minorities against majorities.
Urban against Rural. Coalitions of Muslims and other minorities against the majority. Just prior (a
week or two at the most) to open warfare commencing, I expect assassinations of all elected officials,
police chiefs, sheriffs, fire chiefs, para-medic chiefs, top military officers. Be advised: Mainstream
Media has reported illegal aliens being arrested near our Southern border with American police
uniforms in their possession. With very minimal training these criminals could casually walk into any
police headquarters, police communication center, court house. telecommunications headquarters,
electrical generating power site (nuclear), or state capitol to commit murder and destroy infrastructure
at will. For those who don't know: The German army in WWII dressed German soldiers in American
Military Police uniforms. These men had lived in the USA and spoke accent-free English. To say these
imposters caused havoc would be a very mild characterization.
Fast forward to 2020: A Caucasian male, tall, physically fit, handsome, with the proper Texas accent
(Howdy Ma'am) wearing an immaculate Texas (or any of the other 49 states) Highway Patrol uniform
who's actually Russian SPETSNAZ? What an absolute nightmare!

The author Matt Bracken (www.EnemiesForeignAndDomestic.com) has written extensively on this
matter. Read his books and articles.

It will only take a very small number of paid operatives to spark civil war. I expect cyber and physical
attacks on parts of the power grid as well as telecommunications, terrorist attacks on large groups of
people and the possibility of tactical nuclear weapons being exploded. Be advised: lack of potable
water and malnourishment (leading to compromised immune systems) will kill more people than
bullets.
What the Main Stream Media will report as "spontaneous riots" will actually be pre-planned,
orchestrated events. The goal of all of these events will be to create anger, animus, distrust and envy to
the point that it takes on a life of it's own, becoming self-sustaining in the absence of paid professionals
stirring the pot. Of course, our organized, trained, equipped, well-funded enemies (MS-13, street gangs,
Jihadists, SPETSNAZ, Communist Cadre, Soros funded protesters/rioters) will be behind the scenes
doing their dirty deeds.
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